
FIJI WATER CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

Aquafier below volcano & forest. - 20% of Fiji's exports & 3% of GDP. - 50k bottles produced daily. - workers in Fiji &
around the world.

For example you can recommend a low cost strategy but the company core competency is design
differentiation. Business practices from both commodities have little regard on damages inflicted during their
production. Business Unit Level Solution - The case study may put you in a position of a marketing manager
of a small brand. The scope of the recommendations will be limited to the particular unit but you have to take
care of the fact that your recommendations are don't directly contradict the company's overall strategy. My
case study strategy involves - Marking out the protagonist and key players in the case study from the very
start. As a result, tap water is rarely investigated, and this leads to a detrimental issues. In some cases you will
able to find the central problem in the beginning itself while in others it may be in the end in form of
questions. You can use the following strategy to organize the findings and suggestions. You can use this
history to draw a growth path and illustrate vision, mission and strategic objectives of the organization.
However, this competitive advantage of the company has also led it to face great criticism from
environmentalists and conversationalists. Once done it is time to hit the attach button. Make a time line of the
events and issues in the case study. Through engagements in public relations, advertisements and sales
promotions, FIJI Water will be able to save itself from a downfall and work towards expanding its product
globally to attractive markets. Often readers scan through the business case study without having a clear map
in mind. Once refreshed go through the case solution again - improve sentence structures and grammar, double
check the numbers provided in your analysis and question your recommendations. You should make a list of
factors that have significant impact on the organization and factors that drive growth in the industry. Brushing
up HBR fundamentals will provide a strong base for investigative reading. Reading up the HBR fundamentals
helps in sketching out business case study analysis and solution roadmap even before you start reading the
case study. If you able to provide a detailed implementation framework then you have successfully achieved
the following objectives - Detailed understanding of the case, Clarity of HBR case study fundamentals,
Analyzed case details based on those fundamentals and Developed an ability to prioritize recommendations
based on probability of their successful implementation. After performing a SWOT analysis on the company,
it provides a clear indication of why the company has been so successful and what it should expect to
encounter in the future. The authors do not intend to illustrate either effective or ineffective handling of a
managerial situation. Once you finished the case analysis, time line of the events and other critical details.
Refine the central problem the protagonist is facing in the case and how it relates to the HBR fundamentals on
the topic. You should try to understand not only the organization but also the industry which the business
operates in. SWOT analysis will also provide a priority list of problem to be solved. Order Now. Asian
Development Bank, Education. Evaluate each detail in the case study in light of the HBR case study analysis
core ideas. It also provides starting ideas as fundamentals often provide insight into some of the aspects that
may not be covered in the business case study itself. When we are writing case study solution we often have
details on our screen as well as in our head. Time line also provides an insight into the progressive challenges
the company is facing in the case study. Alternatives to Consider: Based on the main problem of greenwashing
claims made to FIJI Water, it must engage in a marketing communication strategy that will allow the company
to gain environmental credibility. Time line can provide the clue for the next step in organization's journey.
The challenges facing the company can be summarized as follows; i. Bottled water is surrounded. Business
environments are often complex and require holistic solutions. Be very slow with this process as rushing
through it leads to missing key details. By doing this, the company can continue engaging in the CSR
initiatives it has already announced to the public, while avoiding the severe threats from making false
accusations or not living up to its promises. Begin slowly - underline the details and sketch out the business
case study description map. If this campaign prolongs, the company will suffer from a decrease in its brand
reputation, along with lawsuits for greenwashing. Business case study paragraph by paragraph mapping will
help you in organizing the information correctly and provide a clear guide to go back to the case study if you
need further information. You can do business case study analysis by following Fern Fort University step by
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step instructions - Company history is provided in the first half of the case. This leads to either missing details
or poor sentence structures. Most people are convinced that bottle water is the best solution therefore no one
really questions the quality of tap water. So instead of providing recommendations for overall company you
need to specify the marketing objectives of that particular brand.


